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ABSTRACT

During a preparatorymeeting in Paris on June 21-22, 1979, .interest_was
expressedby most Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) member countries in exchanging
information and experience on variousaspects of spent fuel transportation.
The result of this meeting was the establishmentof working groups under the
auspices of the Committeeon Reactor Physics (CRP)in the areas of heat
transfer,criticality,and shielding.

The heat transfergroup was established to define a set of cask-like
thermal problems and to provide solutions. The problem set and its solutions
are availableto benchmarkcomputer codes,

: INTRODUCTION

During the shipmentof radioactivematerials, numerous thermaltransport
mechanisms are occurringsimultaneously. All casks have a heat source (spent
fuel) in the cask. This heat sourcedissipates its energy througha liquid or

• gaseous medium to the cask wall. The thermalenergy is then conductedthrough
the cask wall and dissipated from the surfaceby free convectionand
radiation. During a fire the energy transport is reversed,with the greater
heat source (fire)being on the outsideof the cask, and the same heat
transportmechanismsthen work to transportheat in towards the fuel.

The problemsthat have been defined address each of these areas. The
problems are designatedaccordingto the proposingmember (France,FR; United
Kingdom, UK; and United States,US)and the problem number. Hence, the
problems are FR-I, UK-I, UK-2, UK-3, US-I, and US-2. UK-I is a simulated
horizontalfuel pin array in a gaseousenvironment. FR-I addressesthe
situationwhere the fuel is surroundedby sodium which is allowedto undergo
phase change. UK-3 addressesthe potentialfor thermalstratificationand
pressure buildup in a water-filledcask. US-I simulatesa heat source with
conductionthroughthe cask wall and heat dissipationby convection at the
cask surface. UK-2 simulatesheat dissipationby fins. US-2 is a multiple
layered cask in a fire environmentwith a thermal shield. This configuration
forces a two-dimensionalradiationanalysis.

Descriptionof Thermal Codes

The thermal codes in the intercomparisonfor each problemwere selected
bY the user. This results in differentcodes being used for each problem.
These cedes range from those developedfor a specificpurpose, such as fuel
pin simulation (RIGG)to the large multipurposeheat transfer code (Q/TRAN).
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The selection of codes used indicates that a large pool of thermal codes
are available to select from a_d that a given problem can be solved using a
variety of tools. This makes a standard problem set particularly valuable in
evaluating the available codes.

The codes used in this exercise are summarized in Table I. This table
presents the advertised capabilities of each of the codes. The geometry
section addresses the number of dimensions and coordinates systems that the
codes can handle. In the standard problem set, only one- and two- dimensional
problems are presented for ease in modeling, although many oF the codes are
capable of solving the three-dimensional problems that arise in practice.

The temporal section addresses whether the codes solve steady state or
transient problems and further whether they use an explicit or implicit
integration technique in the transient solutions. The ability to solve steady
state problems directly, as opposed to converging a transient solution, is
significant to the cost of providing solutions. This is mostapplicableto
solving normal transport problems or in establishing the initial temperature
distribution prior to a thermal transient, such as exposure for 30 minutes to
an 800°C ambient. The explicit versus implicit technique is of interest to
the stability and efficiency of obtaining the solution.

The boundary condition section addresses whether a code can address
problems with a variety of boundary cenditions, such as fixed temperature,
heat flux, convection, and radiation. This identifies the type of problem
that can be solved and what approximations must be made in simulating the
actual boundary condition.

The section on physics identifies the physical phenomena that can be
simulated with the code These include the basic heattransfer phenomena of
conduction, convection, and radiation as well as heat generation, phase
change, and variable material properties. There are additional fluids-related

' capabilities,such as phase change with convectioncurrents or volume change,
which are not addressedbecausethey are either not generally used or are cask
specificneeds.

The final sectionspecifiesthe type of code. These are finite
difference,finite element,and thermal network analogy. This informationis
often needed to select pre and post-processorsand provides an indicationof
the ease of using the codes.

ProblemDescriptions

The problems are shown in Fig. I US-I representsa monolithiccask body
with a uniformlydistributedheat load during normal transport. The interior
region (Region I) containsa volumetricheat source of 11,090 W/m3, which
simulatesthe internaldecay heat of an irradiatedfuel load. The internally
generatedheat is conductedthrough the stainlesssteel cask body then removed
at the outer surfaceof the cylinder by convectivecooling to the environment.



US-2 is based on a prototypiccaskconfiguration consistingof several
differentannular 'regionsabove a.thermalshield. Region I contains a
volumetricheat,sourceof 38,320 W/m3 simulatingthe decay heat of a packaged
spent fuel assembly. Region III is consideredto be a voided neutron shield._
Consequently,the singlemode of heat transferbetween the cask wall of
Regions II and the neutron shield wall of Region IV is thermal radiation.The
cask/thermalshield'arrangementis presumed to transfer heat to the
surroundingenvironmentby thermalradiation. Since .thearea between the cask
and shield is nonparticipating,there is also a thermalexchange between the
bottom of the cask and the upper surface of the shield. The cask is subjected
to the regulatorythermal event so that a three part solution is reo :_ed.
Those three parts consistof:.i_ a steady state solutionto define i,_,tial
conditions,.ii)a 30-minute fir_ transientwith an environmentaltemperature
of BOO°C, and iii) a cool- down period in a 54.4°C environmentfor 60 minutes
duration.

UK-I representsa 16 x 16 array of heated and unheatedpins simulatinga
PWR fuel element in a gas environment._The array is contained "inan
isothermalenclosure. Internallygenerated heat is removedby conductionand
radiationto the internalsurfaceof theenclosure.

UK-2 represents a plane surfacewith a uniform array of parallel
rectangularfins attached. The problemrepresentsthree phases in a fire
test. The first is the pretest,steady state conditionwhere heat is
transferredby natural convectionfrom an internalfluid at a fixed
temperaturetothe plane inside wall. Heat is conductedthrough the wall and
dissipatedby radiationand naturalconvection from the outsidewall and fin '
surfacesto constant temperaturesurroundings. The second phase is the fire
transientwhereheat is supplied by radiationand forced convection from a hot
external fluid. After conductionthroughthe fins and the body, it is
rejected by natural convectionto the internalfluid. The third phase is the
cool'downperiod where heat absorbedduring the fire transient is rejectedto
the surroundingsby the same process as usedto derive the initial steady
state condition. Two magnitudesof surface emissivityare considered 'to
assess 'theability of the calculationmethods to treat heat transfer between
reflectingsurfaces,

UK-3 represents a sealed container,part filled with water, subject to
external heating approximatingthe.regulatorythermaltest. The external heat
flux is simplifiedto avoid unnecessaryexternal boundary condition
complexitY. The containeris assumedto be sealed thereby suppressingboiling
in the water. Natural convection is also simplifiedto enable relatively
simple heat transfer codes to be used. Heat flow by convection is simulated
by using an artificiallylarge horizontalcomponentof thermal conductivity
for the water while the vertica1component is the actual conductivityof
water. In this way the effects ofstratificaLion are represented. The
calculationis in two parts" an initialsteady state is defined (in this case
a uniform temperatureof 38°C) followed by a_heatingtransientwith a constant
heat flux of 10 kW/m and finallya cool down transientwhen heat is rejected
from the curved outer surfaceby radiationand convection.



FR-I is taken from the transportmethod used in France to ship the
"monitored"fuel _in assembliesfrom Super Phenix to laboratoriesfor
analysis.

The model consists of a radialsection of a cask containinga sheath
filled with sodium in which is placed the irradiated,assembly. The residual
power is dissipatedto the environmentthrough a finned surface.

In the initialstate the 'sodiumiscompletely solidified. The
calculationis then performed in a transientstate where the cask is subjected
to a temperatureof 800°C.

Results

The numericalresults within were 10 percentwhen compared with closed
form solutionsand experimentaldata. Examples of these are shown in Figs. 2,
3, and 4

Figure 2.is a plot of the closed form and numerical solutions to the cask
with internal .heat source (US-I). This indicates that where a convection
boundary can be specified with a simple conduction problem, there are a wide
spectrum of codes which can currently simulate the cask response. The
agreement with the analytical solutions was within the requested operating
accuracyof I°C.

Figure 3 is a plot of the numericalresults and experimentaldata along a
line of tubes in the simulatedirradiatedfuel array (UK-I). This
demonstratesthe ability of codes to simulate internalcargo response and is
in agreementwith the experimentaldata.

Figure 4 is a plot of the fin tip response (UK-2)with standard deviation
given. This is typicalof problemswithoutexperimentalor closed form
analyticalresultswhere consensussolutionswere obtained.

Conclusions -

This paper summarizesthe developmentof an internationalstandard
thermal problem set. The problemset contains six problems and their
correspondinganalyses. These problemsspan the thermal phenomenaassociated
with internalheat generation and dissipation (US-I),a two-dimensional
thermal radiationenvironment (US- 2), phase change in a coolingmedium FR-
I), fuel pin interaction (UK-I),fin heat dissipation(UK-2),and thermal
stratificationand vapor pressure buildup (UK-3).

These problems require simulationof conduction,radiation,and a
specifiedconvectionboundary. Naturalconvectionwas simulatedusing an
anisotropicthermalconductivity.

The main thermal componentsof a cask were simulatedincludinga fuel
_. assemblyas a heat source, coolingmedia of sodium and water, conducting cask

walls, radiatinggaps representingvoided neutron shields, and heat
dissipationfins.
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Figure I. US 1--Cask with Internal Heat Source
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DISCLAIMER

"['his report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government, Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility I'or the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights, Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendalion, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof, The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those Of the
United States Government or any agency thereof,
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Figure 5, FR-la Temperatures Versus Time
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Figure 6, FR-Ib Temperatures Versus Time
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Figure 7. UK-I Irradiated Fuel Element in a Gas Environment
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Figure i0. UK-2 Plane Finned Surface
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